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our Vision—

2017

NEC Group Vision 2017
To be a leading global company
leveraging the power of innovation
to realize an information society
friendly to humans and the earth

“V2012—Beyond boundaries, Toward our Vision”
(Fiscal 2011–Fiscal 2013)

Mid-term Growth Plan Objective

Aim to achieve the NEC Group Vision 2017 through customer-driven solutions
leveraging our competitive strength in the integration of IT and networks

Focus on
“C&C Cloud Strategy”

Expand
Global Business

Create
New Businesses
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CAUTIONARY STATEMENTS:

This annual report contains forward-looking statements pertaining to strategies, financial targets, technology, products and services, and business performance of NEC
Corporation and its consolidated subsidiaries (collectively “NEC”). Written forward-looking statements may appear in other documents that NEC files with financial instruments
exchanges or regulatory authorities, such as the Director of the Kanto Finance Bureau, and in reports to shareholders and other communications. NEC is relying on certain
safe-harbors for forward-looking statements in making these disclosures. Some of the forward-looking statements can be identified by the use of forward-looking words such
as “believes,” “expects,” “may,” “will,” “should,” “seeks,” “intends,” “plans,” “estimates,” “targets,” “aims,” or “anticipates,” or the negative of those words, or other comparable
words or phrases. You can also identify forward-looking statements by discussions of strategy, beliefs, plans, targets, or intentions. Forward-looking statements necessarily
depend on currently available assumptions, data, or methods that may be incorrect or imprecise and NEC may not be able to realize the results expected by them. You
should not place undue reliance on forward-looking statements, which reflect NEC’s analysis and expectations only. Forward-looking statements are not guarantees of future
performance and involve inherent risks and uncertainties. A number of important factors could cause actual results to differ materially from those in the forward-looking
statements. Among the factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from such statements include (i) global economic conditions and general economic conditions
in NEC’s markets, (ii) fluctuating demand for, and competitive pricing pressure on, NEC’s products and services, (iii) NEC’s ability to continue to win acceptance of NEC’s
products and services in highly competitive markets, (iv) NEC’s ability to expand into foreign markets, such as China, (v) regulatory change and uncertainty and potential legal
liability relating to NEC’s business and operations, (vi) NEC’s ability to restructure, or otherwise adjust, its operations to reflect changing market conditions, (vii) movement of
currency exchange rates, particularly the rate between the yen and the U.S. dollar, (viii) the impact of unfavorable conditions or developments, including share price declines, in
the equity markets which may result in losses from devaluation of listed securities held by NEC, and (ix) impact of any regulatory action or legal proceeding against NEC. Any
forward-looking statements speak only as of the date on which they are made. New risks and uncertainties come up from time to time, and it is impossible for NEC to predict
these events or how they may affect NEC. NEC does not undertake any obligation to update or revise any of the forward-looking statements, whether as a result of new
information, future events, or otherwise.
 The management targets included in this annual report are not projections, and do not represent management’s current estimates of future performance. Rather, they
represent targets that management will strive to achieve through the successful implementation of NEC’s business strategies.
Finally, NEC cautions you that the statements made in this annual report are not an offer of marketable securities for sale. Marketable securities may not be offered or sold in
any jurisdiction in which required registration is absent or an exemption from registration under the applicable securities laws is not granted.
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FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS
NEC Corporation and Consolidated Subsidiaries
For the years ended March 31, 2008, 2009 and 2010

In millions of
U.S. dollars

2009

2010

2010

Percent
change
2010/2009

¥4,215,603

¥3,583,148

$38,528

–15.0%

In millions of yen
2008

For the year:
 Net sales ������������������������������������������������� ¥4,617,153
 Operating income (loss) ���������������������������

156,765

(6,201)

50,905

547

–

 Ordinary income (loss) �����������������������������

112,240

(93,171)

49,429

531

–

 Net income (loss) �������������������������������������

22,681

(296,646)

11,428

123

–

  Net income (loss) ���������������������������������

11.06

(146.64)

5.04

0.05

–

  Diluted net income �������������������������������

10.64

–

4.91

0.05

–

  Cash dividends �������������������������������������

8.00

0.00

4.00

0.04

–

 Total assets ���������������������������������������������

3,526,795

3,075,378

2,937,644

31,588

–4.5

 Owner’s equity �����������������������������������������

1,004,221

641,654

790,904

8,504

23.3

 Interest-bearing debt �������������������������������

800,843

925,163

729,548

7,845

–21.1

 Number of employees �����������������������������

152,922

143,327

142,358

Per share data (in yen and U.S. dollars):

At year-end:

Notes: 1. U.S. dollar amounts are translated from yen, for convenience only, at the rate of ¥93 = U.S.$1.
2. Net income (loss) per share is calculated based on the weighted-average number of shares outstanding during each period.
3. Owner’s equity is the sum of total shareholders’ equity and total valuation and translation adjustments.
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To Our Shareholders
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In fiscal 2010, the fiscal year ended March 31, 2010, NEC continued to face difficult
conditions, mainly in the first half of the fiscal year, due to the impact of the financial crisis
in the previous fiscal year. However, the NEC Group sees this difficult business environment
as a major opportunity for enhancing its business operations. NEC has made every effort
to change its business structure, centered on business portfolio realignment, and implement
rigorous profit structure reforms.
As a result, in fiscal 2010, although consolidated net sales were ¥3,583.1 billion, a yearon-year decline of 15.0%, consolidated operating profitability improved ¥57.1 billion from
the previous fiscal year to operating income of ¥50.9 billion. Moreover, NEC posted
consolidated net income of ¥11.4 billion, an improvement of ¥308.1 billion from the net
loss in the previous fiscal year.
 NEC has decided to pay an annual dividend of ¥4 per share for fiscal 2010.
In February 2010, NEC unveiled its Mid-Term Growth Plan “V2012—Beyond boundaries,
Toward our Vision,” which sets forth NEC’s medium-term management strategy for the
next 3 years. The NEC Group sees “V2012” as a milestone for achieving the NEC Group
Vision 2017. We will steadily press ahead with three key initiatives—focus on “C&C Cloud
Strategy,” expand global business and create new businesses—to sow the seeds of
future growth.
Economic conditions remain challenging worldwide. Nevertheless, through the measures
outlined above, we are determined to achieve our business targets for fiscal 2011, the first
year of the “V2012” Mid-Term Growth Plan. At the same time, we remain committed to
pursuing the NEC Group Vision 2017, with the aim of enhancing shareholder and
corporate value over the medium and long terms.
 We look forward to your continued support and understanding as we work to reach
our goals.
June 2010

Nobuhiro Endo
President, NEC Corporation
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Message FroM tHe President
Management Perspective on Business strategies

DRIVING THE “V2012” MID-TERM
1. Fiscal 2010 Main initiatives and Performance
2. Mid-term growth Plan
“v2012—Beyond boundaries, toward our vision”
(1) Focus on “c&c cloud strategy”
(2) expand global Business
(3) create new Businesses

3. towards achieving “v2012”

Nobuhiro Endo
President, nec corporation

November 1953 Born in kanagawa Prefecture, Japan
March
1981 awarded doctoral degree by the graduate school of science
and engineering, tokyo institute of technology
April
1981 Joined nec corporation
April
2003 general Manager, Mobile and wireless division
July
2005 senior general Manager, Mobile network operations unit
April
2006 associate senior vice President,
executive general Manager, Mobile network operations unit
April
2009 senior vice President
June
2009 senior vice President and Member of the Board
April
2010 President (representative director) (to present)

1. Fiscal 2010 Main initiatives and Performance
To make NEC a stronger enterprise we changed our business structure mainly through
business portfolio realignment, and implemented rigorous profit structure reforms.
in fiscal 2010, the year ended March 31, 2010, the
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in Japan, industrial production staged a recovery

global economy continued to face difficult conditions

during the second half as inventory adjustments

throughout the first half, due to the impact of the

quieted down and exports picked up, mainly to

financial crisis in the previous fiscal year. in the second

asia. However, corporate earnings remained

half, the global economy started to show signs of an

sluggish, companies continued to restrain business

upturn, mainly owing to a global economic recovery

investment, and employment and income

driven by economic growth in emerging countries

conditions remained weak. consequently, the

centered on china. another factor was that economic

Japanese economy was unable to recover from

stimulus measures by various governments around

the economic downturn in the second half of the

the world began to take effect.

previous fiscal year.

GROWTH PLAN FORWARD
Furthermore, we integrated nec’s mobile handset

nec sees this difficult business environment as
a major opportunity for enhancing its business

business with casio Hitachi Mobile communications

operations. nec has made every effort to change

co., ltd., in order to strengthen competitiveness in

its business structure, centered on business

the mobile handset business and expand business

portfolio realignment, and implement rigorous profit

including in overseas markets. From June 2010,

structure reforms.

business operations began under a new company,

in terms of changing our business structure, we

nec casio Mobile communications, ltd.
in anticipation of the cloud computing era, we

decided to integrate nec electronics corporation
with renesas technology corp. the goal is to

started to provide products and services that

strengthen the business foundations and

embody the “c&c cloud strategy” by leveraging the

technologies of nec electronics, which is engaged in

strengths of the nec group in both it and networks.

the semiconductor business, and increase its corpo-

in other areas, nec took steps to fully develop

rate value through further improvement in customer

the smart energy and green business, which is

satisfaction. nec electronics corporation merged

positioned as a new growth domain for the nec

with renesas technology corp., in april 2010, and

group. specifically, we spun-off the lithium-ion

changed its trade name to renesas electronics

rechargeable batteries business from nec tokin

corporation. as a result, nec electronics corporation

corporation into a newly established company, nec

is no longer a consolidated subsidiary of nec.

energy devices, ltd., in april 2010.

MAIN INITIATIvES AND pERFORMANCE

changing our business structure: Business portfolio realignment
integrated nec electronics
corporation with renesas
technology corp.

integrated mobile
handset business with
casio Hitachi Mobile
communications co., ltd.

executed the
“c&c cloud strategy”

Promoted the
lithium-ion
rechargeable
battery business

Profit structure reforms: switching to a lean earnings structure
reduced fixed costs by
¥320.9 billion year on year

implemented business
process and it reforms

raised funds to bolster financial position
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 In terms of profit structure reforms, NEC reduced

plans to phase in new systems related to sales and

fixed costs by ¥320.9 billion from the previous fiscal

purchasing in the near future.

year, mainly by reducing costs for outsourcing

Moreover, NEC raised ¥118.5 billion through the

engineering and consignment of activities, as well as

issuance of new shares, with the aim of bolstering

labor and other fixed costs.

its financial position so as to execute the

Furthermore, in order to speed up business

aforementioned business reforms and accelerate

management at the Group level, raise operating

its growth strategy. NEC will use these funds mainly

efficiency and reduce maintenance and operation

to drive future growth, p
 rimarily for investment in the

costs for IT systems, NEC worked to consolidate its

development of cloud service platforms and next-

core IT systems into a cloud computing environment

generation networks as well as capital expenditures

in line with a review of business processes throughout

in the Smart Energy and Green business.

the NEC Group. In fact, a new accounting system
has already begun operation from April 2010, with

Asteroid Explorer “HAYABUSA”

Image courtesy of Akihiro Ikeshita
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After seven years in space,
“HAYABUSA” returned to earth in
June 2010. The spacecraft’s
mission—to collect particles from
the surface of the ITOKAWA
asteroid and deliver them to earth—
was the first of its kind in the world.
NEC, under the direction of the
Japan Aerospace Exploration
Agency (JAXA), was involved in the
development, manufacturing, testing
and operation of its satellite systems.
NEC was also responsible for the
development of core onboard
systems for the spacecraft itself,
including ion engines, cameras,
ranging sensors, and communications
systems. Within NEC, many of
these same wireless and sensor
technologies are being applied to
its “C&C Cloud Strategy” related
businesses.

2. Mid-term growth Plan
“v2012—Beyond boundaries, toward our vision”
NEC has three key initiatives for achieving the business targets set forth in the Mid-Term
growth plan “v2012”: Focus on the “C&C Cloud Strategy,” expand global business and
create new businesses.
in February 2010, nec unveiled its Mid-term

of ¥100 billion and roe of 10%. these targets

growth Plan “v2012—Beyond boundaries, toward

assume projected net sales of ¥4,000 billion and

our vision,” which sets forth nec’s medium-term

operating income of ¥200 billion in fiscal 2013.

management strategy for the next 3 years. the

to reach these business targets, nec has

letter “v” signifies our determination to achieve a

established three key initiatives that it will focus on

“v”-shaped recovery and “victory,” by having all

over the next three years. the first initiative is

nec group employees worldwide practice our

focusing on the “c&c cloud strategy,” integrating

core “values” in pursuit of the nec group “vision.”

nec’s strength in it and network technologies,

the phrase “Beyond boundaries, toward our

which nec has developed extensively over the

vision” embodies our commitment to achieving

years. the second initiative is expanding global

our goals by driving businesses across

business, through establishing a regional global

organizational boundaries.

network centered on five regions. Finally, the third

the nec group sees “v2012” as a crucial

initiative is creating new businesses as “one nec”

milestone for achieving the nec group vision 2017,

by taking full advantage of the nec group’s assets.

which was formulated in april 2008. under “v2012,”

the three key initiatives for driving nec’s future

our business targets for fiscal 2013 are net income

business growth are as follows:

“v2012” IS A MIlESTONE FOR AChIEvINg ThE NEC gROUp vISION 2017

“v2012” management targets
net incoMe

roe

overseas sales

¥100 billion

10%

25%

NEC Corporation
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(1) Focus on “c&c cloud strategy”

nec will promote the “c&c cloud strategy” in

currently, cloud services are attracting considerable

three main areas. the first area is the “cloud

attention in the ict (information and communica-

service” business for providing secure and reliable

tions technology) market. this is because cloud

services to enterprises. the second area is the

services allow users to utilize it services over

“cloud system implementation” business for

networks only as much as necessary and when

developing systems for enterprises and local

needed, rather than requiring them to own all the it

governments that enable them to provide cloud

resources internally by themselves. However, a high

services to their own customers or residents. the

degree of technological expertise in both it and

third area is the “Platform” business for developing

networks is essential to providing highly reliable

foundations supporting the first two areas. in fiscal

cloud services.

2013, nec aims to generate net sales of ¥1,000

nec first proposed its c&c concept; “the

billion from “c&c cloud strategy” related businesses,

integration of computers and communications”

including outsourcing and wireless broadband

around 30 years ago. ever since, it has continuously

access equipment.

honed both its it and network technologies, and

cloud computing will significantly change the

has built up an extensive track record in both fields.

nature of it. nec sees this upcoming change as a

Based on nec’s competence in these fields, cloud

significant business opportunity, and will thus take

computing is an area where nec is able to fully

proactive steps in this area.

demonstrate its unique strengths.

“C&C ClOUD” SERvICES pROvIDED BY NEC
services for
telecom carriers
real-world
information

services for
enterprises

services for
individuals and
households

services for
the public sector

Digitization of information of every kind
sensors and devices
sensors and devices
it and network platforms

Provide services using various ubiquitous devices

realize “an information society friendly to humans and the earth”
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real-world
information

(2) expand global business

establish a global network centered on these five

expanding global business is an important focus.

regions by establishing core regional management

in fiscal 2013, nec is targeting overseas sales of

companies in each of the following regions—

¥1,000 billion, which is double the amount of

(1) greater china, (2) asia Pacific, (3) europe,

present overseas sales and will account for 25%

Middle east and africa, (4) north america, and

of nec’s consolidated net sales.

(5) latin america. through the effective mutual use

we are putting in place a structure for reaching

of the nec group’s assets, including its technologies

the goals of the “v2012” plan in order to transform

and proven expertise built over the years, nec will

nec into a “leading global company” as set forth

create globally competitive products and services

in the nec group vision 2017. to this end, we will

for customers worldwide.

revamping of nec’s core it system into
a cloud service Provision Platform
nec is revamping its core it system, in order to speed
up business management at the group level, improve
business efficiency, and reduce system operating costs.
the new accounting system was brought fully online in
april 2010. with regard to the new systems for sales and
purchasing, the current system is being operated in
parallel with the new system in preparation for the planned
start of full-scale operation in october 2010.
the core it system will integrate and consolidate
accounting, sales and purchasing and other systems that
have so far been owned and operated individually by each
group company. the new system will provide these
system functions to the entire group as a “cloud-oriented” service. the new system will enable nec to
substantially reduce operating costs previously required for each individual system.
the revamping of nec’s core system takes full advantage of nec’s strong technological capabilities in
both it and networks, its wealth of experience in building open mission critical systems, and its ability to
efficiently operate and manage large-scale systems. this initiative goes beyond simply upgrading an internal
company system. its significance lies in being a cutting-edge example of the implementation of a large-scale
cloud service platform.
going forward, nec will present this new core system to customers as part of its track record in the
implementation, operation and maintenance of large-scale cloud service provision platforms. nec aims to
establish new service businesses in the core systems field, and expand a wide range of cloud-oriented
service businesses.
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in each region, nec will establish competence
centers, led by these regional management

in addition to driving the “c&c cloud strategy”

companies, in various fields. By creating optimal

and expanding global business, creating new

solutions within each region, building up expertise,

businesses that will accelerate our future growth is

and applying these resources across the group,

a key theme. in this area, by combining various

nec aims to accelerate global business expansion.

nec group assets, including products, services

concrete measures include developing “c&c cloud

and technologies, we intend to develop new

strategy” related businesses for telecom carriers

services and products that satisfy customer needs

around the world and public safety businesses for

under the “one nec” concept.

governments and enterprises.
For example, in the public safety business, nec

active is the smart energy and green business.
together with nissan Motor co., ltd., nec is

systems that utilize biometrics authentication

currently promoting the electrode business.

technologies such as fingerprint and face

electrodes are core components of lithium-ion

authentication. these products and services play a

rechargeable batteries for electric vehicles. in fiscal

key role in maintaining public safety and security. in

2013, nec is targeting net sales of ¥100 billion from

this business, nec has already delivered more than

this business.
in future, we aim to create new businesses by

its technological expertise has been highly

fusing power storage technology developed in our

applauded worldwide.

battery business with it and network technologies.

in order to step up the global expansion of the

specifically, we are targeting smart meters and

public safety business, we established the “nec

home energy management systems, both of which

Biometrics excellence center” in Bangalore, india

feature communications functions and the ability to

in May 2010. as a competence center in the

control other devices. we also aim to enter the

biometrics authentication field, the center will

smart grid market. smart grids are attracting

support operations not only in the asia-Pacific

attention as power distribution networks capable

region, but also in other regions globally.

of optimizing the supply of electricity.

given that public security and safety needs are
expected to continue increasing going forward,
nec is targeting net sales of ¥100 billion from the
public safety business over the medium term.

NEC Corporation
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one example of an area where we are already

provides immigration control, national id and other

200 systems to 30 countries around the world, and
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(3) create new businesses

3. towards achieving “v2012”
NEC will continue to embrace the challenge of achieving its business targets by bolstering
its growth potential and earnings power.
Fiscal 2011 is an extremely important year for the

in the nec group vision 2017, nec established

nec group because it is the first year of the

its vision for itself in 2017: “to be a leading global

“v2012” Mid-term growth Plan. we cannot be

company leveraging the power of innovation to

optimistic about our business environment.

realize an information society friendly to humans

nonetheless, we will continue our “inward

and the earth.” to realize the nec group vision

efforts” to raise the efficiency of business

2017, and achieve the “v2012” milestone towards

management as before, while remaining strongly

this vision, we must engage in a process of personal

conscious of the need for “outward efforts” to

and organizational innovation. every employee of

increase sales. with this in mind, we will sow the

the nec group is strongly determined to achieve

seeds of future expansion to strengthen our growth

these goals.

potential and earnings power.

i look forward to your continued support and
understanding as nec continues to meet the
challenge of achieving the “v2012” business targets.

new Framework for expanding the smart energy
and green Business
Contributing to a greener Society Through

in the “v2012” Mid-term growth Plan, nec has
IT/Networks and Battery Technologies
positioned the lithium-ion rechargeable battery business
at the heart of the smart energy and green business—
a new growth area for the nec group.
Power stations
together with nissan Motor co., ltd., nec has
Home-use energy
smart
smart meter
meters
launched an electrode business focused on this crucial
management
systems
component of automotive lithium-ion rechargeable
batteries.
electric vehicles
Batteries
rapid chargers
when launching an electrode business for automotive
batteries, sufficient business resources must be invested to achieve the high level of product quality required of automobile parts. this includes the establishment of a quality control system, close coordination with automakers, and
continuous investment in research and development activities.
on april 1, 2010, nec energy devices ltd. was established to conduct the development, production, sale and
maintenance of lithium-ion rechargeable batteries and electrodes. the company was set up to execute unified
management of the lithium-ion rechargeable battery business. at the same time, a smart energy and green Business
operations unit was established within nec.
under this new framework, nec started mass production of electrodes for automotive batteries in July 2010. nec
plans to use the manufacturing technology cultivated through the mass production of electrodes and high quality
required for automotive applications to develop power storage applications for the smart grid field and create new
businesses by integrating nec’s ict and power storage technologies.
we will proactively aim to expand the smart energy and green business as “one nec.”
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at a glance
nec corporation and consolidated subsidiaries
From april 1, 2010, nec has reclassified its segments. Figures are based on the new segment classification.
net sales, operating income (loss) and the net sales ratio for the fiscal year ended March 31, 2010 have been reclassified to conform to the new segment presentation.
these segment results have not been audited by the accounting auditors.

it services
Business

PlatForM
Business

carrier
network
Business

NET SAlES

NET SAlES

NET SAlES

billion yen

billion yen

billion yen

866.3

OpERATINg
INCOME

53.2

billion yen

373.7
pROpORTION
OF SAlES

24%

OpERATINg
lOSS

1.7

billion yen

627.4

pROpORTION
OF SAlES

10%

OpERATINg
INCOME

31.3

billion yen

pROpORTION
OF SAlES

18%

nec supplies government agencies
and enterprises with a range of it
services covering systems integration,
maintenance and support, and
outsourcing. using its extensive
experience in building highly reliable
systems backed by state-of-the-art it
and network technologies, nec aims
to realize an information society friendly
to humans and the earth.

nec supplies government agencies
and enterprises with products essential
to the implementation of it systems
and enterprise network systems, such
as servers, supercomputers, storage
equipment, software and iP telephony
systems. nec is committed to boosting
the performance and energy efficiency
of its products to help realize safe,
secure, convenient and eco-friendly
it systems.

IT SERvICES

plATFORMS

CARRIER NETwORkS

Pc servers
 uniX servers
 Mainframe computers
 supercomputers
 storage Products
 Professional workstations
 computer software





systems integration

(systems implementation, consulting)



Maintenance and support
outsourcing





nec supplies equipment required for
network implementation to telecom
carriers, along with network control
platform systems and operating
services. nec’s wealth of experience
in large-scale network implementation
and strong technical capabilities
contribute to the development of highly
reliable communications networks.

Backbone networking systems
(sdH systems, wdM systems,
routers/switching systems)

access networking systems

(Broadband access networking systems,
Mobile access networking systems,
Microwave communications systems)

(operating systems, Middleware,
industry/Business application software)



enterprise network systems



(iP telephony systems, routers/switching
systems, wireless lan)

network infrastructure

(Mobile communications systems,
Fixed-line communications systems)

network control Platform systems
network service delivery Platform
systems

“Pasolink” ultracompact microwave
communications
system

cloud Platform suite™ is
a cloud-oriented service platform

15
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submarine cable system

social
inFrastructure
Business

Personal
solutions
Business

NET SAlES

NET SAlES

316.6

737.7

billion yen
OpERATINg
INCOME

21.7

billion yen

billion yen
pROpORTION
OF SAlES

9%

OpERATINg
INCOME

18.9

billion yen

pROpORTION
OF SAlES

* as of april 1, 2010, nec electronics corporation,
which has conducted the nec group’s semiconductor
business, is no longer a consolidated subsidiary of
nec corporation. as a result of this change, the
electron devices business segment has been
abolished, and all operations other than the
semiconductor business previously included in this
segment have been included in the others segment.

21%

nec supplies systems that support
social infrastructure, including
broadcasting systems, satellites and
integrated cctv surveillance systems
for airports and local governments, as
well as other security-related systems
that enhance public safety and security.

nec supplies individuals and
enterprises with mobile handsets,
personal computers, internet services
and monitors. it is also engaged in the
creation of new terminal devices and
services for the cloud computing era.
Harnessing cutting-edge technology,
nec seeks to develop products and
services that are simple and convenient
for everyone.

SOCIAl INFRASTRUCTURE

pERSONAl SOlUTIONS

OThERS

Broadcasting systems and
video equipment
 control systems
 transportation and Public systems
 Fire and disaster Prevention systems
 aerospace and defense systems



Mobile Handsets
 Personal computers
 Personal communications equipment
 “BigloBe” internet services
 display solutions





digital terrestrial tv transmitter for
overseas markets

lithium-ion rechargeable Batteries
capacitors
 lcd Panels
 lighting equipment


(Monitors, Projectors)

automotive lithium-ion rechargeable
battery produced by automotive energy
supply corporation, a joint venture with
nissan Motor co., ltd.
NEC Corporation
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FOR FURThER gROwTh

MAIN ACCOMplIShMENTS

in order to speed up consolidated business

Business segment sales declined 7% year

management, improve operating efficiency and reduce

on year to ¥866.3 billion. this was mainly

tco*2, nec is working to consolidate its core it

due to restrained it investment by Japanese

systems into a cloud computing environment in

companies, despite steady growth in si

tandem with a review of business processes. nec

services for the retail sector and outsourcing

cloud Plaza was opened to showcase examples of the

services.

core system reformation and for customers to actually

operating income improved ¥1.4 billion year
on year to ¥53.2 billion, mainly due to fixed
cost reductions.
in fiscal 2010, nec implemented concrete measures

nec will propose and expand cloud-related business.
in addition, we established the nec Biometrics
excellence center in Bangalore, india to expand
overseas biometrics identification solutions such as

system implementation” businesses. as a result, in

fingerprinting. also, the european cloud competence

Japan, nec will provide the global accounting system

center was established in spain to promote cloud

to eXedy corporation, a major automotive parts

businesses for telecom carriers. with these facilities,

company. this global accounting system is one of

we aim to expand the overseas businesses, taking full

eXedy’s next-generation core it systems, and will be

advantage of both our service business expertise in it,

provided as a cloud-oriented accounting service

and our global business expertise in networks.

utilizing nec’s expertise in implementing proprietary

in other areas, nec is engaged in the development

core it systems. together with an automotive parts

of new mobile cloud services with kddi corporation,

production management system developed by nec, it

using sdio*3 card-compatible rFid multi-reader/

is scheduled to start operations from the end of 2011.

writers embedded in mobile handsets. in this

the telefónica group on cooperation in a broad range
of cloud businesses. nec developed the service
platform for the telefónica group to provide various
saas*1-based applications to small and medium-sized
enterprises primarily in spain. Furthermore, in
February 2010, nec and telefónica group agreed
to expand these cloud businesses into the latin
american countries.

NEC Corporation
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experience saas-based services. utilizing this facility,

in our key areas of the “cloud service” and “cloud

overseas, nec has reached a basic agreement with
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nec cloud Plaza

manner, nec is actively working to create and
expand new businesses.
*1 software as a service
*2 total cost of ownership
*3 secure digital input/output
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cloud Platform suite™ is a cloud-oriented
service platform

FISCAl 2010 pERFORMANCE AND

through this network nec has helped the Peninsula

MAIN ACCOMplIShMENTS

shanghai to provide superior customer service to hotel

Business segment sales decreased 20% year

guests and apartment residents, as well as streamline

on year to ¥373.7 billion. this was mainly due

the workload of hotel employees.

to fewer large-scale projects than in fiscal
2009 and restrained it investment by

FOR FURThER gROwTh

Japanese companies.

in april 2010, the “it Platform Business unit” and the

in line with the drop in sales, the segment

“enterprise communications solutions operations

posted an operating loss of ¥1.7 billion,

unit” were merged to form the “Platform Business

despite fixed cost reductions. this represented

unit” in order to expand the “c&c cloud strategy”

a decline of ¥13.2 billion compared with operating

related business by leveraging strengths in the fields of

income in the previous year.

it and networks.

in fiscal 2010, nec formulated the platform vision

By consolidating the it platform business and

“real it PlatForM generation2,” which addresses

enterprise communications solutions business, which

cloud computing, and provided servers, storage and

are responsible for cloud computing platforms, into a

middleware that realize a flexible, dependable and

single business unit, nec will steadily phase in the

simple next-generation it Platform.

integration process beginning with product combinations.

in the field of Pc servers, nec has held the no. 1*1

in the future, nec will develop products including

share of volume shipment in the Japanese market for

software that integrate it and networks, in order to

14 consecutive calendar years. nec also won

offer globally competitive products that harness its

recognition for its superior technical support services,

strengths in both areas.

ranking no. 1*2 in the customer satisfaction survey.

the first step was to develop the “cloud Platform

in addition, tokio Marine & nichido Fire insurance

suite™,” a cloud-oriented platform launched in January

co., ltd. has adopted the “virtualPccenter,” one of

2010, as a product designed to meet various corporate

Japan’s largest virtual Pc thin client systems consisting

needs in the cloud computing era. nec is currently

of approximately 30,000 units (including their group

developing integrated platforms that deliver superior

companies), in order to strengthen information security

cost, reliability, speed and environment-friendliness by

and reduce total cost of ownership. leveraging nec’s

harnessing its unique automated system performance

latest distinctive technologies, nec intends to

prediction, analysis technology and network virtualiza-

contribute to their business process reforms.

tion technology. looking ahead, nec will strengthen

in the field of the enterprise telephony business,
nec took the no. 1*3 share of the Japanese market
and the no. 2* share of the worldwide market. nec
4

delivered a fully converged voice and data network
system centered on the nec “univerge sv8500”
communications server to the Peninsula shanghai.

products and services in anticipation of the cloud
computing era.
*1 source: idc Japan, Japan server Quarterly Model analysis 2010Q1
*2 source: nikkei computer (14th customer satisfaction survey, Pc
servers category, august 19, 2009 issue)
*3 *4 Based on telephony seat license shipments. source: gartner,
Market share: enterprise telephony equipment and Business
telephones, worldwide, 2009, 22 March 2010
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MAIN ACCOMplIShMENTS

investment in network infrastructure is expected to

Business segment sales decreased 22% year

increase backed by the sharp increase in data traffic

on year to ¥627.4 billion. this was mainly due

driven by the rapidly expanding market for smart-

to the restrained investment by telecom

phones and other data terminals. in the field of the

carriers worldwide.

wireless broadband access businesses including

operating income decreased ¥20.2 billion

platforms for telecom carriers, nec aims to expand

the large drop in sales, despite fixed cost

its overseas business by leveraging its strong

reductions.

position in the Japanese market, which is ahead of

amid difficult market conditions, fiscal 2010 was
marked by the emergence of some results from

in addition, nec will focus on expanding the
software and services business by strengthening

technologies for which growth is anticipated going

collaboration with netcracker technology corp., which

forward. in Japan, nec began shipping 3.9g lte*

was acquired in 2008. the market for netcracker’s

wireless base stations for ntt docoMo, inc., and

operations support systems has considerable potential

was selected as a vendor for the development and

to achieve high growth over the medium term. in fiscal

production by kddi corporation. in the overseas

2010, netcracker won orders and was selected as a

market, nec also participated in trial projects with

vendor from Japanese and overseas telecom carriers

telefónica s.a. of spain and singapore telecommuni-

of Malaysia, russia, new Zealand and germany.

cations limited.

looking ahead, nec will continue to actively promote

Furthermore, uQ communications inc. of Japan and
tatung infocomm co., ltd. of taiwan have launched

operations support systems, including our service
platform-related products.

commercial services utilizing wiMaX systems which

in other areas, nec will work to develop new

nec delivered. in addition, sFr of France has begun

businesses and markets, such as the field of smart

commercial services using a femtocell solution provided

grid, in addition to winning orders for large-scale

by nec.

projects for submarine cable systems and launching

in other areas, cumulative shipments of “Pasolink,”
an ultra-compact microwave communications system,
reached 1.44 million units, and nec has secured the
top share*2 of the global market in this field for three
consecutive calender years.

NEC Corporation
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the rest of the world.

wireless broadband access businesses utilizing new
1
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lte, wiMaX and femtocell as the new service

year on year to ¥31.3 billion, mainly reflecting

next-generation “Pasolink.”
*1 long-term evolution
*2 source: survey by sky light research (From January to december
2009 on a cumulative basis)
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kibo, the Japanese manned experiment module
on the international space station (iss)
courtesy of JaXa/nasa
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station, such as the main computer to control kibo,

MAIN ACCOMplIShMENTS

robot arms, inter-satellite communications systems,

in the social infrastructure business, segment

and experimental science equipment. in other areas,

sales decreased 7% year on year to ¥316.6

nec’s cutting-edge technologies are contributing to

billion. this was mainly the result of restrained

various sectors of society. For example, nec provides

investment due to the declining economy.

the infrared cameras deployed at airports and other

operating income increased ¥13.8 billion

facilities to counter new strains of influenza.

year on year to ¥21.7 billion, mainly due to
fixed cost reductions.
in the social systems field, which includes

FOR FURThER gROwTh
looking ahead, nec will focus on expanding sales and

broadcasting systems, control systems, transportation

generating steady earnings. nec will also develop its

and public network systems, and fire and disaster

business globally by leveraging its core strengths in it

prevention systems, nec contributed to the establish-

and network technologies.

ment of digital tv broadcasting networks in global

in the social systems field, nec aims to create new

markets through the deployment of digital terrestrial

businesses in the smart energy and green business

tv transmitters for arqiva ltd., a major u.k. broadcast

area. we will expand business in systems that support

operator, and Broadcast service denmark a/s. in

the foundations of society. this includes telematics

another initiative, yamato transport co., ltd. partnered

systems for business vehicles that reduce co2

with nec to develop and deploy an advanced

emissions by raising logistics efficiency, and smart

telematics system called “see-t navi” to ensure that

grids that control electric power supply through it.

drivers of its collection/delivery vehicles drive more
safely and in a more environmentally friendly manner.
in the aerospace and defense systems field, aerojet,

in the aerospace and defense systems field, our goal
is to expand the it and network solutions business
using satellites by building up expertise in commercial

a gencorp company (u.s.) and nec began exploring

satellites through the alliance with aerojet. these

the feasibility of jointly supplying low power ion engine

efforts will be based on our technologies in science

for satellites. ion engine can be used for geosynchronous

and technology satellites, where we command the top

satellite propulsion systems and deep space missions

market share in Japan.

providing significant advantages over traditional

in addition, we aim to expand our business in

chemical propulsion systems due to the higher fuel

various fields, including tv transmitters and automated

efficiency. under the contract with Japan aerospace

postal services systems by utilizing our track record in

exploration agency (JaXa), nec has also developed

global markets.

and manufactured various instruments for the Japanese
experiment Module kibo on the international space

NEC Corporation
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time. as a result, nec’s Pcs held on to the top share

MAIN ACCOMplIShMENTS

of the Japanese market*2. in addition, internet service

Business segment sales declined 13% year

“BigloBe” developed new businesses targeting the

on year to ¥737.7 billion. this was mainly

cloud computing era, and in display solutions we

attributable to decreased sales of mobile

achieved steady sales expansion primarily overseas.

handsets in Japan, as well as a drop in
Japanese Pc sales due to the impact of

FOR FURThER gROwTh

restrained corporate it investment and falling

nec’s mobile terminals business was integrated with

prices, primarily in the first half of the fiscal year.

casio Hitachi Mobile communications co., ltd. in June

the segment posted operating income of

technological development and product planning

operating loss in the previous year. this mainly

capabilities, we intend to capture synergies as we

reflected reductions of fixed costs and other expenses,

launch attractive new products in the global markets.

in the field of mobile handsets, nec introduced new

Furthermore, under the “c&c cloud strategy,” nec
is bringing a terminal device to the market that lies

models with enhanced functions, including advanced

between Pcs and mobile phones and links users and

camera functions and waterproof features. in addition

cloud services. By taking full advantage of its 7-inch

to this functionality, nec also rolled out new models

screen, we will propose this device to enterprises

with outstanding design features such as collaboration

who are planning to provide vertically integrated

models with designers and brands.

services including terminal devices in fields such as

as for Pcs, nec rolled out new windows 7®-equipped

electronic books, education, electric power and

models with functions that are the first of their kind in

housing. in this way we aim to develop a new business

the industry, including an integrated audio-visual Pc

model for providing everything from systems to

featuring enhanced video and audio features, and a

terminal devices together.

model that allows wireless viewing of three types of
digital broadcasting*1. For enterprises, nec launched
Pc models reflecting market needs, including an
eco-friendly model featuring sharply reduced power
consumption and a model with a standard five-year
guarantee for reliable use over extended periods of

NEC Corporation
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2010. looking ahead, by combining their advanced

¥18.9 billion, an improvement of ¥33.0 billion from an

and more efficient spending on development costs.
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docomo style series™
n-01B: a slim mobile
phone featuring a French
nail polish design

*1 terrestrial digital, Bs and 110 degree cs broadcasting
*2 Based on fiscal 2010 sales volume ranking
source: idc Japan, Japan Personal computing Quarterly Model
analysis, 2010Q1

r&d and intellectual assets strategy

Based on its three long-term research visions to achieve the nec group
vision 2017, nec is promoting r&d activities that contribute to the Mid-term
growth Plan “v2012—Beyond boundaries, toward our vision,” a milestone
in this process, while closely tying these activities to its intellectual assets and
standardization strategies.
R&D pOlICY

is mutual prosperity and harmony with the earth; and 3)
“dependable,” which refers to creating a safe and secure
society. (additional explanation and chart below.)
over the mid-term, nec will closely follow this r&d
policy, as it establishes key research areas to expand and
enhance “c&c cloud strategy” related businesses, the
smart energy and green business, and other operations.
at the same time, we will focus on generating research
achievements that support the realization of the goals laid
out in “v2012.”

in order to create “an information society friendly to
humans and the earth,” which is asserted in the nec
group vision 2017, it is important to increase both human
creativity and vitality, while developing a sustainable
society. to this end, nec has established three long-term
research visions as the foundation of its long-term r&d
efforts, with the aim of realizing this vision. these are: 1)
“symbiosis,” defined as harmony between people and
society, people and it, and all people; 2) “ecology,” which

ENhANCE R&D ACTIvITIES BASED ON ThREE lONg-TERM RESEARCh
vISIONS FOR REAlIZINg ThE NEC gROUp vISION 2017
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Advances toward a sustainable society

SYMBIOSIS

ECOlOgY

DEpENDABlE

—Realizing a harmonious coexistence between
people and the information society, supporting
the use of global knowledge—
this refers to technology that will help people to gather
the necessary information from the overwhelming
amount of information in the world and assist them in
understanding that information. in other words, we will
develop technology that will serve as a bridge between
people and the information society, and help both to
develop and grow. in the future, we aim to develop
technology that will support mutual understanding
among people, and support co-creation utilizing
knowledge from around the world.

—Controlling ecosystems on a global scale—
in addition to energy-saving technologies, we will
develop technologies to create new energy, store
energy, reuse and redistribute energy to ensure its
effective use. By applying information technology to
energy, we make it possible to ascertain, manage and
control its use. we will aim to establish autonomous
and diversified technologies for energy that can be
applied to the global ecosystem.

—Creating social infrastructure systems that
do not shut down—
we are developing technologies that will predict and
prevent the failure of social infrastructure systems that
require a high degree of reliability, such as energy
networks, traffic networks, and distribution networks,
as well as make these systems more efficient through
coordination among systems. ultimately, we aim to
develop autonomous systems that recover on their
own without stopping even if a malfunction occurs.
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R&D Framework
NEC pursues both technological development activities
directly related to product development that are handled
primarily by business units, and R&D activities that are in
the mid- to long-term horizon, which are handled primarily
by Central Research Laboratories.
 At Central Research Laboratories, R&D activities are
carried out by two core research groups: the Service
Research Group and the IT/Network System Research
Group. The Service Research Group takes part in the
“C&C Cloud Strategy” and engages in R&D for cloud
platform technologies, ubiquitous platform technologies
and media processing technologies. The IT/Network
System Research Group focuses on technologies that
integrate IT and networks.
 In addition, NEC has three organizations to continue
driving innovation for the NEC Group. The Green Innovation
Research Laboratories were newly established in April
2010 to help accelerate Smart Energy and Green business.
The C&C Innovation Research Laboratories were created
to research new forms of information processing and
communication from fundamental principles looking ahead
to the next 10 to 30 years. The Business Innovation
Center was established to promote new business
innovation using newly developed technologies.
 Overseas, NEC has three research sites located in the
US, Europe and China to conduct R&D activities leveraging
the local characteristics of each region. These research
sites work closely with the research centers in Japan to
create globally competitive innovation.
Furthermore, NEC pursues market-oriented R&D, and
manages R&D with an emphasis on optimizing R&D
efficiency and accelerating commercialization of research
achievements. As part of this, NEC engages in Concurrent
R&D, in which customer interaction begins at early

stages of research allowing for the discovery of inherent
needs and enabling flexible response to any changes in
the market needs. NEC also actively utilizes Open
Innovation, in which R&D activities are accelerated by
incorporating external resources. By carrying out these
initiatives on a global basis, NEC aims to strengthen its
competitiveness in the marketplace by shortening the
time required to commercialize R&D achievements.

Intellectual Assets Strategy
The NEC Group owns approximately 74,000 patents
worldwide, including approximately 27,000 patents in
Japan (as of March 2010). NEC positions intellectual
assets as “the foundation for the NEC Group’s business
competitiveness and stability,” and is working to
strengthen its intellectual assets from both quality and
quantity standpoints. Specifically, NEC is concentrating on
establishing a global patent network, to support achieving
an overseas sales ratio of 50% as targeted in the NEC
Group Vision 2017. One key focus is the core areas set
forth in “V2012”, including “C&C Cloud Strategy” related
businesses and the Smart Energy and Green business. In
these areas, NEC is carrying out Group-wide strategic
patent projects on a global basis to obtain strong patents
and patents that are being utilized.
Furthermore, NEC believes that participating in standards
initiatives will help create and expand businesses, and will
also contribute to the stable offering of products and
services. In addition to pursuing a business model that
utilizes standardization, NEC is engaged strategically in
standardization activities by actively participating in
standardization entities both in Japan and overseas. Also,
as part of external engagements with intellectual assets,
NEC is actively pursuing licensing activities to reduce
business risks and expand business opportunities.

NEC Wins GRAND AWARD OF the 42nd Ichimura Industrial Awards
NEC recently won the grand award at the 42nd Ichimura Industrial Awards. The grand award is a prestigious
award that has been conferred to only 16 projects over the course of the previous 41 award presentations.
 NEC received the prize in recognition of high marks for making a significant contribution to industry through the
development of power control technology for mobile transmission. In 2000, this technology was adopted as the
international standard for the third-generation mobile phone system (W-CDMA), which is currently widely used
around the world. The technology has contributed to the expansion of wireless transmission capacity, an
improvement in communications quality, and the reduction in energy use by wireless base stations for the
W-CDMA format.
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iMage recognition tecHnology in suPPort oF PuBlic saFety Business
image recognition technology is to analyze a variety of
images using a computer to extract the needed information,
such as fingerprints or facial images, according to the
application, and identify the image. By cross-checking the
fingerprints or facial images against registered images in a
database, the identity of an individual can be authenticated
through fingerprint matching or by face recognition.
nec has long conducted r&d on image recognition
technology. nec’s fingerprint identification technology
dates back approximately 40 years, while its face
recognition technology has a roughly 20-year history.
nec commercialized fingerprint identification technology
in 1982. since then, nec has deployed more than 200
systems, including automated fingerprint identification
systems (aFis) for law enforcement and national id
systems, primarily to government users in 30 countries
around the world. additionally, nec’s fingerprint identification technology is widely used both in Japan and overseas
for such applications as room access control systems and
personal authentication systems.
since being commercialized in 2002, nec’s face
recognition technology has steadily penetrated the market,
with applications in immigration control systems using
passport images, as well as facility entrance systems
using facial images for entry passes. going forward, nec
expects growth in the applications for its face recognition
technology, including digital signage (electronic advertisements), as well as user interface applications for mobile
phones, home appliances, atMs, automobiles and so forth.
eyeing further growth in opportunities to use these face

recognition technologies, central research laboratories
are directing research at increasing recognition accuracy
while making the technology more resilient to variations in
photo-shooting environments. two methods are currently
being developed. one is the Perturbation space Method.
this method generates numerous images from various
facial angles and lighting conditions from a single registered
image. the generated images are then added to the
registered images, in order to realize robust matching
against changes in photo-shooting conditions and
enhance recognition accuracy. the second method is the
discriminative Multi-feature Fusion Method. under this
method, only the effective features for identifying the
individual are selected adaptively from the many image
features extracted from the facial image. using these
features, the system is robust with respect to facial
changes caused by aging or the effect of wearing or
taking off glasses, among other factors.
these technologies, cultivated by nec through half a
century of r&d activities, have received high marks
throughout the world. since 2004, nec’s fingerprint
identification technology has ranked first in the world each
year in the benchmark test conducted by the national
institute of standards and technology (nist) of the u.s.
Furthermore, nec’s face recognition technology placed
first in the nist’s biometrics technology benchmark test
(still face image recognition) in 2010.
nec will leverage its globally competitive fingerprint
identification and face recognition technologies to
proactively expand its public safety business.

pERTURBATION SpACE METhOD

generate and register various position and illumination variation images from one registered image.

3d facial shape

Position variation image

illumination base

illumination variation
image

registration

lessen the degradation in recognition
accuracy caused by
changes of facial
directions and illumination variation.

registered
image

Developed method:
only one frontal facial image is required.
Conventional method: each individual must take numerous and accurate facial images under various
positions and illumination conditions
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r&d into it/network integrated control tecHnology
suPPorting tHe “c&c cloud strategy”
in recent years, cloud services that provide it over networks
are increasingly being deployed by private-sector companies
and the public sector. in order to deploy these cloud
services, it is necessary to promote cloud infrastructure
which is the platform for these services.
However, the current cloud infrastructure requires
complex operation and management of it and network
systems. this is because at present it systems and
network systems are configured independently for each
individual service provided by the cloud. Furthermore,
because cloud infrastructure is designed and operated
independently for each service, resources cannot be
effectively shared among different infrastructures in
response to service usage levels and the number of users.
scalability is also insufficient. For example, infrastructure
must be redesigned when services are expanded.
to solve these problems, nec is pursuing r&d into it/
network integrated control technology using openFlow*1.
this technology can be used to unify the control and
management of it and network resources dispersed
globally. through this technology, nec aims to increase
the competitiveness of the cloud services that it offers by
reducing the capital investment needed to build cloud
infrastructure and cutting the operating costs.
the application of this technology will enable the
automated construction of virtual systems based on
service characteristics, and the optimal allocation of

resources depending on the usage status of it and
network resources. in other words, the technology will
allow cloud infrastructure spread around the world to be
treated as if it were a single infrastructure, enabling the
efficient operation and management of infrastructure with
the necessary resources allocated to the necessary
places. also, by developing control functions for new
services as needed, it is possible to quickly and flexibly
respond to new services which are expected to expand in
the future without redesigning the cloud infrastructure.
nec has already successfully completed field trials
using this technology to automatically construct virtual
networks based on service details and to automatically
allocate it and network resources in line with service
usage status. nec plans to develop a commercial
openFlow technology product for data centers within the
fiscal year ending March 31, 2011.
going forward, nec will speed up r&d activities focused
on rapidly establishing it/network integrated control
technology for data centers, with the aim of building cloud
infrastructure that is highly responsive to changes.
*1 OpenFlow: Generic name for the technology and interface
specifications advocated by the OpenFlow Switch Consortium
(http://www.openflowswitch.org/) established primarily by Stanford
University (U.S.). NEC has participated in the OpenFlow Switch
Consortium since its inception, and is engaged in OpenFlowrelated R&D activities.

IT/NETwORk INTEgRATED CONTROl TEChNOlOgY SUppORTINg ThE “C&C ClOUD STRATEgY”
Before: Complex operation and management of
independently configured IT and network systems
Computers

going forward: Simple operations and management
based on architecture transformation

IT management

IT/Network integrated control functions

Control
functions

Ip-based networks

OpenFlow controllers
IT and networks
must be managed
separately

Computer control functions

Integrated management of
IT and networks
Integrated
IT and network
infrastructure

Control
functions

Network management
Router switches
Control middleware
(routing, etc.)
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hardware
(packet transmission)

separation of
functions

OpenFlow controllers
Control middleware
(routing, etc.)

Open
protocol

OpenFlow switches
hardware
(packet transmission)

Corporate Governance
(As of June 22, 2010)

In recognition of the fact that reliable corporate governance is essential to
the maximization of corporate value, NEC is committed to strengthening its
corporate governance practices through (1) assurance of transparent and
sound management, (2) realization of prompt decision making and business
execution, (3) clarification of accountability and (4) timely, appropriate and fair
disclosure of information.
Corporate Governance Structure

Board of Directors

NEC has adopted the corporate auditor system of
corporate governance.
 NEC has introduced a corporate officer system to
separate management supervision from business execution
and implement business operations based on prompt
decision-making. This has involved transferring substantial
authority for business execution from the Board of Directors
to corporate officers. NEC has also been strengthening
the supervisory functions of the Board of Directors by
ensuring that the number of Outside Directors who will
have no conflicting interests with NEC’s general shareholders
is one-third of the total number of Directors, and been
working to improve management transparency through
establishing a Compensation Committee. NEC has also
put in place personnel and systems to reinforce the
functions of the Corporate Auditor’s audit, while encouraging closer cooperation among NEC’s Corporate
Auditors, internal auditing division and Accounting Auditors.
 NEC believes that its corporate governance system
is functioning adequately under the current system
written above.

NEC’s Board of Directors consists of 15 members and
five of them are Outside Directors, which is one-third of all
members. The Board of Directors holds regular meetings
once a month and extraordinary meetings as necessary
to determine important matters related to business
execution, including business realignment, funding plans
and financing and investment, as well as matters
concerning business plans.
 NEC appoints as Outside Directors the personnel who
will have no conflicting interests with NEC’s general
shareholders and who have experience of corporate
management and deep insight for the purpose of (i)
strengthening the supervisory functions over business
execution; (ii) obtaining a broad range of advice on
corporate management; and (iii) enhancing accountability
for management.
 Aiming to ensure that these roles and functions
expected of Outside Directors are properly fulfilled, NEC
has been working to enhance deliberations by the Board
of Directors through such means as briefing Outside
Directors in advance on particularly important proposals to
be put forward to the meetings of the Board of Directors.

Corporate Governance Structure

GENERAL MEETING OF SHAREHOLDERS
Elect and Dismiss
Audit

Accounting
Auditors

Elect and Dismiss

Management/
Supervision
Board of
Corporate Auditors

Cooperate

Elect and Dismiss

Audit

5 Corporate Auditors (including
3 Outside Corporate Auditors)

Board of
Directors

15 Directors
(including 5 Outside Directors)

Cooperate
Cooperate

Corporate
Auditing Bureau

corporate staff with expertise
related to internal audits, etc.
(approx. 50 members)

Business
Execution

Deliberate/
Report

Compensation
Committee

5 members, including 3 outside members
(one of whom is the chairperson)

Supervise
Executive
Committee

around 20 corporate officers

Internal Audits

Business Progress
Committee

corporate officers and general
managers of business units, etc.

(Corporate Officers)
Business Units/Corporate Staff/Affiliate Companies
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NEC also provides support to Outside Directors in order to
facilitate their understanding of the NEC Group, such as
by organizing tours of business sites and exhibitions of
NEC and its subsidiaries.
Furthermore, since June 2004 the term of Directors has
been set at one year in order to clarify their responsibility
for management every fiscal year.

Executive Committee and Business
Progress Committee
The Executive Committee, which comprises around 20
corporate officers, discusses important NEC Group management issues such as management policies and strategies. This committee extensively discusses matters of
particular importance prior to putting them forward to the
meetings of the Board of Directors for approval. In doing
so, the committee enhances the deliberations and ensures
appropriate decision making.
Meanwhile, the Business Progress Committee comprises corporate officers, executive general managers of
business units and other members. This committee deliberates and reports on matters related to the status of the
NEC Group’s business execution, such as monitoring
progress with respect to meeting budgets adopted by the
Board of Directors, with the aim of sharing management
information and promoting execution efficiency.

Compensation Committee
NEC has established the Compensation Committee, which
consists of five members, including three outside members,
one of whom is the chairperson. This committee deliberates
on the remuneration system and level of compensation for
Directors and corporate officers from an objective perspective. The Compensation Committee reports the results of its
deliberations to the Board of Directors.

Board of Corporate Auditors
(Corporate Auditors)
NEC has appointed Corporate Auditors and established
the Board of Corporate Auditors pursuant to the Company
Law of Japan. NEC has five Corporate Auditors, including
three Outside Corporate Auditors. Furthermore, the Board
of Corporate Auditors holds regular meetings once a
month and extraordinary meetings as necessary, decides
on audit policies, standards, and other matters, and
receives status reports on audits and on other matters
from each Corporate Auditor.
Furthermore, NEC appoints as Corporate Auditors the
personnel who have the knowledge and experience
necessary for audits, such as considerable expertise in
finance and accounting or experience as an attorney at
law, and strengthen the auditing functions of the Corporate
Auditors. The Corporate Auditors who have considerable
expertise in finance and accounting are as follows:
 Kenji Seo	Experience as former General Manager of
the Corporate Finance and IR Division
and the Affiliated Company Division of
NEC Corporation and engagement in
financial affairs for many years
 Satoshi Itoh	Extensive auditing experience as a Certified
Public Accountant for many years
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NEC appoints Outside Corporate Auditors of independence
who will have no conflicting interests with NEC’s general
shareholders, in order to ensure that audits are conducted
from a neutral and objective perspective.
 The full-time Corporate Auditors strive to establish a
governance structure for the entire NEC Group by cooperating with full-time Corporate Auditors of subsidiaries.
 The Corporate Auditors are taking steps to strengthen
cooperation with the internal auditing division. These steps
include receiving reports and exchanging opinions with the
internal auditing division on audit results regularly or as
necessary, as well as receiving reports from the same
division on the status of the “NEC Helpline,” a compliance
hotline for employees and contractors to report issues
concerning possible breaches of corporate ethics, compliance and other similar matters. The Corporate Auditors
are also stepping up cooperation with the Accounting
Auditors, such as by receiving briefings on financial audits
covering status reports on their audits and audit plans, as
well as on audits of the internal control systems based on
the Financial Instruments and Exchange Law, and
exchanging opinions on their audits.
 NEC has established the Corporate Auditors Office with
approximately 5 corporate staff members to assist with
the Corporate Auditors’ audit activities.

Corporate Auditing Bureau
(Internal Auditing Division)
NEC has established the Corporate Auditing Bureau as an
internal auditing division reporting directly to the President
of NEC. This bureau mainly consists of approximately 50
corporate staff members with expertise in internal auditing.
The Corporate Auditing Bureau performs audits of the
NEC Group in cooperation with the internal auditing sections of NEC subsidiaries to ensure legal, appropriate and
efficient execution of business activities, and identifies
issues and proposes improvements.
 The Corporate Auditing Bureau is taking steps to
strengthen cooperation with the Accounting Auditors by
reporting on audit results and exchanging opinions with
them regularly.

Accounting Auditors
In fiscal 2010, the independent audit of NEC was performed by three certified public accountants of KPMG
AZSA & Co.: Hideki Amano, Yasushi Hamada and
Masafumi Tanabu. The independent audit was assisted by
29 certified public accountants, 59 assistant accountants
and 20 other individuals.
* Effective from July 1, 2010, KPMG AZSA & Co. became KPMG AZSA LLC,
due to a change in the category of audit corporation.

Relationships With Outside Directors and
Outside Corporate Auditors
NEC conducts business transactions with Sumitomo Life
Insurance Company, for which the Chairman,
Representative Director is Shinichi Yokoyama, who is an
Outside Corporate Auditor of NEC, such as sales of NEC’s
products and provision of services including, without
limitation, system construction, operation and maintenance.

In addition, NEC has long-term borrowings from Sumitomo
Life Insurance Company.
 NEC entered into agreements with the Outside Directors
and Outside Corporate Auditors to limit their liabilities as
stipulated in Paragraph 1, Article 423 of the Company Law
to the higher of ¥20 million or the amount provided in the
Company Law and the Regulation for Enforcement of the
Company Law on condition that they perform their duties
as Directors or Corporate Auditors in good faith and
without gross negligence.

Stipulations in NEC’s Articles of
Incorporation
NEC stipulates in its Articles of Incorporation that the
number of Directors shall be no more than 20, and that the
quorum required for the approval of a resolution on the
election of Directors shall be one-third of all the voting rights
of the shareholders entitled to exercise their voting rights.
NEC also stipulates in its Articles of Incorporation that it
may determine matters provided for in each item of
Paragraph 1, Article 459 of the Company Law by a resolution
of the Board of Directors unless otherwise provided by the
relevant laws and regulations, in order to conduct the
distribution of surplus and acquisition of NEC’s shares and
other matters expeditiously.
Furthermore, NEC stipulates in its Articles of Incorporation
that the quorum required for the approval of a resolution by
the general meetings of shareholders, as stipulated in
Paragraph 2, Article 309 of the Company Law, shall be
one-third of all the voting rights of the shareholders entitled
to exercise their voting rights. This is to ensure the smooth
operation of the general meetings of shareholders.

Internal Control SystemS
NEC has formulated a “Basic Policy on Implementation of
Internal Control Systems” as a policy for development of
systems necessary to ensure that the execution of duties
by Directors complies with laws and regulations and the
articles of incorporation and other systems necessary to
ensure the properness of operations.
 NEC shall endeavor to establish and operate its internal
control systems more effectively, through continuous
evaluation of the implementation of the internal control
systems under this policy as well as taking measures
necessary for its improvement, and conducting consistent
reviews of this basic policy in response to changes in the
business environment.
 NEC assessed the status of the implementation of its
internal control systems for fiscal 2010 and confirmed that
it has established and operated its internal control systems
properly based on the Policy.
Below is an outline of systems based on the “Basic Policy
on Implementation of Internal Control Systems”:
1 In order to ensure that the Directors and employees
perform their duties in compliance with laws, regulations,
and NEC’s Articles of Incorporation, the Directors and
corporate officers take the lead in practicing and
striving to make known the “NEC Group Charter of
Corporate Behavior” and the “NEC Group Code of

Conduct,” both of which were adopted to establish
business ethics standards for the NEC Group and to
ensure compliance with laws and regulations, the
Articles of Incorporation and internal rules. NEC
encourages the use of the NEC Helpline, a compliance
hotline, and strives to identify breaches or facts that
may constitute breaches as early as possible.
2 NEC properly conducts the storage and management
of information in accordance with applicable laws,
regulations and internal rules.
3 NEC implements risk management systems efficiently
and comprehensively under a consistent companywide policy in accordance with internal rules. Business
divisions properly implement risk management systems
related to their operations and corporate staff divisions
support such business divisions’ activities. NEC fully
deliberates matters of importance from a risk management perspective at the Executive Committee, such as
its strategy to control important management risks. Of
these, matters of particular importance are reported to
the Board of Directors. The Corporate Auditing
Bureau conducts audits of the company-wide risk
management system and the implementation status of
risk management.
4 In order to ensure that the Directors perform their
duties efficiently, the Board of Directors delegates
substantial authority to corporate officers and promotes
more timely decision making concerning management
of business operations and effective performance of
duties. The corporate officers conduct business
efficiently in accordance with medium-term corporate
management goals and budgets determined by the
Board of Directors.
5 In order to ensure that the NEC Group conducts
operations appropriately, NEC sends the Directors and
Corporate Auditors to subsidiaries along with sharing
information routinely with subsidiaries to conduct
operations based on the “NEC Group Charter of
Corporate Behavior” and the “NEC Group Code of
Conduct.” At the same time, NEC gives instructions
and assistance to subsidiaries with respect to the
establishment of systems for ensuring compliance with
laws and regulations, and ensuring the properness of
their business operations. The Corporate Auditing
Bureau conducts audits of subsidiaries in cooperation
with their internal auditing sections to ensure proper
operations. The NEC Group endeavors to evaluate,
maintain and improve internal control over financial
reporting in accordance with applicable laws and
regulations. From the perspective of proper and
efficient operations of the NEC Group, NEC also
endeavors to conduct improvement and standardization
of business processes, and further strengthen its internal
control utilizing information systems.
6 NEC assigns full-time employees to assist the Corporate
Auditors in performing their duties. Performance evaluations, personnel changes, disciplinary action and other
similar measures pertaining to these employees are
subject to the approval of the Corporate Auditors.
NEC Corporation
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7 At the request of the Corporate Auditors, the Directors
and employees report on the status of the performance
of their duties and other matters, as necessary.
8 In order to ensure that audits are performed effectively,
the Corporate Auditors exchange information and
consult with each other on the status of audits.
Furthermore, the Corporate Auditors periodically
receive reports on financial audits from the Accounting
Auditors and exchange opinions with them.

 Remuneration for NEC’s Directors and Corporate
Auditors for fiscal 2010 is as follows:

 The aforementioned Basic Policy is disclosed in full on
NEC’s website at the following URL:
http://www.nec.co.jp/profile/en/internalcontrol.html

Outside Directors and Outside
Corporate Auditors

Information Disclosure Structure
NEC recognizes the importance of providing timely, proper
and fair disclosure to obtain a fair evaluation of its corporate
value from the capital markets. Accordingly, NEC regularly
strives to ensure that internal divisions and subsidiaries
have a clear understanding of timely disclosure and other
rules issued by financial instruments exchanges, while
establishing a framework for communication between
relevant internal head office divisions and subsidiaries.
Furthermore, NEC holds various events for the news
media, analysts and institutional investors. Examples include
management strategy presentations and quarterly earnings
presentations by senior management, as well as business
strategy presentations and plant tours by various responsible
managers. Efforts are also focused on improving disclosure
of information on NEC’s website, including the disclosure of
materials, audio streams and other information issued at
presentations and other events, both in Japanese and
English, and enhancing investor relations activities on a
global scale, including visiting overseas institutional investors.
Disclosure to individual investors includes presentations and
a newly redesigned website for these investors.
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Fiscal 2010 Remuneration


(In millions of yen)
Position

Total remuneration

Directors
(excluding Outside Directors)

Corporate Auditors
(excluding Outside Corporate Auditors)

Headcount

345

12

48

3

86

8

Notes: 1. The above headcount includes two Directors and one Corporate
Auditor who retired at the close of the 171st Ordinary General
Meeting of Shareholders held on June 22, 2009.
2. The maximum monthly remuneration for Directors is ¥65,000,000
(approved at the 153rd Ordinary General Meeting of Shareholders
held on June 27, 1991).
3. The maximum monthly remuneration for Corporate Auditors is
¥12,000,000 (approved at the 170th Ordinary General Meeting of
Shareholders held on June 23, 2008).

Ownership of Shares
As of March 31, 2010, the number of brands of stocks
classified as investment securities held for purposes
other than realizing income and capital gain was 484
and the total balance sheet amount of these stocks was
¥137,397 million. The top 10 brands of such stocks
based on the balance sheet amount (except unlisted
stocks) are as follows:
Top 10 Stocks on balance sheet amount
As of March 31, 2010

Name of stock

Number of
Book value
shares
(In thousands (In millions Holding
of yen)
purpose
of shares)

Elpida Memory, Inc.

7,740

14,249

1

Sumitomo Electric Industries, Ltd.

6,914

7,924

2

The Sumitomo Trust and
Banking Co., Ltd.

8,658

4,745

2

Remuneration for Directors and
corporate auditors

Mitsui Sumitomo Insurance
Group Holdings, Inc.

1,570

4,075

3

The maximum total amounts of remuneration for Directors
and Corporate Auditors are determined by a resolution at
the general meeting of shareholders.
 NEC has established the Compensation Committee,
which deliberates on the remuneration system and the level
of remuneration for Directors and reports the results of its
deliberations to the Board of Directors. Remuneration for
Directors is determined according to their positions and
whether they are an Outside Director or not, while bonuses
for Directors are calculated by adding an amount determined
based on an evaluation of the contribution of their performance to the business results of NEC during the previous
fiscal year to an amount prescribed based on their position.
No bonuses are paid to Outside Directors.
 Remuneration for Corporate Auditors is calculated
under certain rules determined by the Board of Corporate
Auditors; no bonuses are paid to Corporate Auditors.
 NEC abolished the retirement allowance system for
Directors and Corporate Auditors at the close of the 168th
Ordinary General Meeting of Shareholders held on June
22, 2006.

Meidensha Corporation

8,730

3,632

2

Nippon Telegraph and
Telephone Corporation

686

2,703

3

8,038

2,275

2

10

1,880

2

Taisho Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd.

1,100

1,870

2

Sumitomo Chemical
Company Limited

4,083

1,866

2

Sumitomo Metal Industries, Ltd.
Seven Bank, Ltd.

Note: Figures less than one thousand are rounded down.
1 Due to the background of the establishment of the company as a joint

venture with a third party
2 To maintain and strengthen business relations with the company
3 To maintain and strengthen business relations with the company and its

group companies

 No stocks classified as investment securities are held
for the purposes of realizing income and capital gain.
 In fiscal 2010, there was no stock classified as investment
securities for which the purpose of holding changed from
realizing income and capital gain to another purpose, and
vice versa.

Directors and Corporate Auditors
(As of June 22, 2010)

Directors
Kaoru Yano	Chairman of the Board
(Representative Director)
Nobuhiro Endo	President
(Representative Director)
Toshimitsu Iwanami	Senior Executive Vice President and Member of the Board
(Representative Director)
Yukihiro Fujiyoshi	Senior Executive Vice President and Member of the Board
(Representative Director)
Takao Ono	Executive Vice President and Member of the Board
Junji Yasui	Executive Vice President and Member of the Board
Toshiyuki Mineno	Senior Vice President and Member of the Board
Takemitsu Kunio	Senior Vice President and Member of the Board
Takuji Tomiyama	Senior Vice President and Member of the Board
Manabu Kinoshita	Senior Vice President and Member of the Board
Toshio Morikawa*1	Member of the Board
Advisor, Sumitomo Mitsui Banking Corporation

[Independent Director]*3

Yoshinari Hara*1	Member of the Board
Chief Corporate Adviser, Daiwa Securities Group Inc.

[Independent Director]*3

Sawako Nohara*1	Member of the Board
President, IPSe Marketing, Inc.

[Independent Director]*3

Kenji Miyahara*1	Member of the Board
Honorary Adviser, Sumitomo Corporation

[Independent Director]*3

Hideaki Takahashi*1	Member of the Board
Professor, Keio University Graduate School of Media and Governance

[Independent Director]*3

Corporate Auditors
Full-time

Konosuke Kashima

Full-time

Kenji Seo

Shinichi Yokoyama* 	Chairman, Representative Director,
Sumitomo Life Insurance Company

[Independent Corporate Auditor]*3

Satoshi Itoh*2	Certified Public Accountant

[Independent Corporate Auditor]*3

Ryoji Nakagawa* 	Attorney at Law

[Independent Corporate Auditor]*3

2

2

*1 Outside Directors as stipulated in Item 15 of Article 2 of the Company Law of Japan
*2 Outside Corporate Auditors as stipulated in Item 16 of Article 2 of the Company Law of Japan
*3 NEC has notified the securities exchanges of Tokyo, Osaka, Nagoya, Fukuoka and Sapporo,
on which NEC has listed its shares, of the independent Directors and Corporate Auditors
who will have no conflicting interests with NEC’s general shareholders, the criteria of which
are defined by each of these securities exchanges.
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corPorate social resPonsiBility

at nec, we consider csr (corporate social responsibility) initiatives to be
inseparable from corporate activities. we aim to ensure the sustainable
development of society and the nec group by implementing the nec way.
we recognize that our important social responsibilities include ensuring full
accountability to stakeholders through the active disclosure of information on
the results of our csr initiatives and related issues, and communicating with
stakeholders to improve our corporate activities and build trust.
the nec way is a cohesive framework that organizes the
nec group’s business activities, including the nec group
corporate Philosophy, the nec group vision 2017, the
nec group core values, the nec group charter
of corporate Behavior and the nec
group code of conduct. in fiscal
Responsibilities for the Global Environment
2010, based on the nec way,
we formulated the nec
Responsibilities for Society and Stakeholders
group Management Policy,
Customers/Shareholders and Other Investors/
Business Partners/Local Communities/Employees…
which sets forth basic
Build trust
Provide active approaches and rules
An information society friendly
through
disclosure
to humans and the earth
that must be shared
communication
and feedback
by the nec group,
with the aim of
strengthening
Daily work
consolidated
Fiscal year management strategy
management
NEC Group
NEC Group Code of
Conduct
Core Values
foundations. the
Mid-term growth plan
(Corporate ethics and
(What we value and
compliance)
base our behavior on)
entire nec group will
NEC Group Vision 2017
share and implement
the nec way and the
NEC Group Corporate Philosophy
NEC Group Charter of Corporate Behavior
nec group Management
Policy, as the foundations
Economic responsibilities
Compliance responsibilities
for promoting csr-driven
management.
SUSTAINABlE DEvElOpMENT OF SOCIETY AND
ThE NEC gROUp ThROUgh ThE NEC wAY

CO2
reductions

0.67
million tons

1.89
million
tons

1.65
million
tons

FY2009

0.54
million tons

1.16
million
tons

1.90
million
tons

FY2010

Emissions caused by NEC manufacturing, office and other related activities
Reductions in CO2 emissions of customers and society through IT solutions

ACHIEVING “ZERO NET” CO2 EMISSIONS ONE YEAR EARLY
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acHieving “Zero net” co2 eMissions one
year early
nec achieved its goal of zero net co2 emissions by
fiscal 2011, which is set forth in the nec environmental
Management vision 2010, one year ahead of schedule.
in fiscal 2010, nec reduced greenhouse gases (co2
equivalent) emissions from manufacturing, office and other
business related activities by 0.49 million tons to 1.16
million tons, compared with fiscal 2009. this reduction
resulted from a switch to equipment for removing greenhouse gases and energy-saving equipment, as well as the
promotion of production innovation and other activities.
co2 emissions though energy-saving products at the
customer utilization stage were reduced by 0.13 million
tons from fiscal 2009 to 0.54 million tons, as a result of
raising the energy efficiency of products. specifically,
nec strove to lower power consumption, in addition to
expanding eco symbol star products, which offer superior
environmental performance. in helping customers and
society to reduce co2 emissions through providing it
solutions, nec expanded the development of systems
which upon adoption reduce co2 emissions by 50% or
more, and promoted business proposals that combine
co2 reduction benefits and cost savings. consequently,
nec reduced these emissions by 1.9 million tons.

nec grouP environMental ManageMent
action Plan 2017/2030 newly ForMulated

Emissions through energy-saving products at the customer utilization stage

CO2
emissions

ADDRESS ClIMATE ChANgE
AND ENvIRONMENTAl pRESERvATION

to contribute on the environmental front to realizing “an
information society friendly to humans and the earth,” as
stated in the nec group vision 2017, nec has formulated
an action plan based on three key perspectives—low
carbon, ecosystem and biodiversity preservation, and
resource recycling and conservation.
From the low carbon perspective, nec will help to
reduce the overall co2 emissions of society as a whole in
becoming “entirely eco-friendly” with respect to work,
mobility and lifestyle. this includes making offices “entirely
eco-friendly,” for example, by switching to low-power ict
devices and lighting, and by achieving paperless operations
and enhanced productivity through web conferences and
telecommuting from home. other measures include
providing electrodes for automotive lithium-ion rechargeable
batteries and developing power storage systems and

smart grids that utilize lithium-ion rechargeable batteries.
through these measures, we aim to help reduce co2
emissions by 15 million tons by fiscal 2018 and by 50
million tons by fiscal 2031.
Furthermore, nec has established improvement targets
for the energy efficiency of its products to reduce co2
emissions at the customer utilization stage. to ensure that
all products enter the top class of energy-saving products,
nec is targeting an 80% reduction in power consumption
of all products in fiscal 2018, compared with fiscal 2006,
and a 90% reduction in the same in fiscal 2031*1.
From the perspective of ecosystem and biodiversity
preservation, nec will offer technology and solutions that
contribute to the preservation of ecosystem and biodiversity.
these include remote sensing technologies from satellites
in orbit and wireless sensor terminals for monitoring
natural ecosystems. we will also strengthen forestation
and other activities that contribute to ecosystem and
biodiversity in line with the nec group action guidelines
on Biodiversity.
in resource recycling and conservation, nec has
produced results on many different fronts. eyeing the
transition from fossil resources to renewable resources,
nec aims to use bio-plastics in all major products in 2017.

achieves a substantial improvement of administrative
efficiency in hospitals.
nec also plans to offer the system as a saas cloudoriented service. this will enable customers to use the
system only when needed, and only to the extent necessary,
without having to make a large initial investment. looking
ahead, nec will pursue further research and development
with the view to developing applications in advanced areas
such as personalized medicine and drug discovery.
“glOBAl TRACk TO INNOvATOR (gTI)”:
DEvElOpINg NEw EMplOYEES INTO kEY
glOBAl pERSONNEl
Because employees will play a crucial role in realizing the
nec group vision 2017 and the v2012 Mid-term growth
Plan, nec is developing human resources in various ways.
one example is the “gti” program. under this program,
nec is fostering globally viable innovators by stationing a
certain number of new employees overseas every year for
a period of one to two years, allowing them to experience
actual business operations abroad. in fiscal 2010, we
stationed 17 new employees as trainees to learn about
operations at business sites in africa, india and other
locations worldwide.

*1 energy conservation results based on product performance

DEvElOpMENT OF ThE e-pAThOlOgIST
CANCER DIAgNOSIS ASSISTANCE SYSTEM:
REAlIZINg FASTER DIAgNOSIS FOR EARlY
DETECTION OF CANCER
the industrialized nations around the world are seeing
increased cancer patient numbers and this is becoming a
pressing issue for society. nec has worked to develop the
computer assisted pathological diagnosis assistance
system “e-Pathologist” for prevention, early detection and
early treatment of cancer, which are essential to defeat
this disease. the e-Pathologist system analyzes digitized
microscope images of tissue-sample (specimen) slides,
and extracts the feature points of suspicious tissues or
cells suspected of having cancer from the images with
high precision and speed. through these functions, the
system improves the speed of pathological diagnosis and

Hospital A
Hospital B

Scanning
of slides

Pathology slides

Management
server

e-Pathologist
(Local functions)

Full-time
pathologists
Case DB

Analysis
results

Pathology
reports

NEC Image
Analysis Center
Internet/
NGN

Image files

INClUSION IN SOCIAllY RESpONSIBlE
INvESTMENT (SRI) INDExES AND FUNDS
• SRI Indexes
included in dow Jones sustainability world indexes
(u.s.) (as of august 2010) and other indices

Image analysis
server (optional)
Image scanner

working at NEC Corporation Alger liaison Office
(Algeria)

e-Pathologist

e-Pathologist

SaaS Server
(optional)

Remote
use

Image analysis
servers

ThE E-pAThOlOgIST CENTER DIAgNOSIS ASSISTANCE SYSTEM

• SRI Funds
included in eco Partners – Midori no tsubasa (green
wings) of Mitsubishi uFJ asset Management co., ltd.
(as of July 2010) and other funds
Please visit the nec website at the following url for
further details on nec’s csr activities.
http://www.nec.co.jp/csr/en
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Financial section
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35 ManageMent’s discussion and analysis
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49 consolidated stateMents oF oPerations
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57 notes to consolidated Financial stateMents
127 indePendent auditors’ rePort
* Figures in the Financial section represent results based on the former segment classification.
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Investor Information

1,000 shares

Unit

Transfer Agent for Common Stock	The Sumitomo Trust & Banking Co., Ltd.
5-33, Kitahama 4-chome, Chuo-ku, Osaka 541-0041, Japan
Handling Agent for Common Stock	Stock Transfer Agency Department,
The Sumitomo Trust & Banking Co., Ltd.
3-1 Yaesu 2-chome, Chuo-ku, Tokyo, Japan
(Mailing address)	Stock Transfer Agency Department,
The Sumitomo Trust & Banking Co., Ltd.
1-10, Nikkocho, Fuchu, Tokyo 183-8701, Japan
(Telephone)	0120-176-417 (Toll free in Japan)

Stock Exchange Listings
and Quotations

Composition of Shareholders
(Percentage of shares (%))

(As of March 31, 2010)

(As of March 31, 2010)

Common Stock:
Tokyo Stock Exchange
Osaka Securities Exchange
Nagoya Stock Exchange
Fukuoka Stock Exchange
Sapporo Securities Exchange

National and local
governments 0.00%

Japanese Corporations
35.57%
Foreign Investors
28.05%

Financial Institutions
29.00%
Securities Companies 2.49%
Other Corporations 4.08%

Japanese Individuals
and Others
36.38%

Number of shareholders

271,737

Stock Price Range on the Tokyo Stock Exchange
(Yen)
1,200
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Corporate Overview

Company name

NEC Corporation

Address

7-1, Shiba 5-chome, Minato-ku, Tokyo 108-8001, Japan

Established

July 17, 1899

President

Nobuhiro Endo

Capital

¥397.2 billion (As of March 31, 2010)

Shares of common stock issued

2,604,732,635 shares (As of March 31, 2010)

Consolidated net sales

¥3,583.1 billion (Year ended March 31, 2010)

Business segments	IT Services Business
Platform Business
Carrier Network Business
Social Infrastructure Business
Personal Solutions Business
Number of employees	NEC Corporation and consolidated subsidiaries

142,358

(As of March 31, 2010)

Organization chart
(As of April 1, 2010)

Sales Business Unit

International Sales and Operations Business Unit

Personal Solutions Business Unit

Social Infrastructure Solutions
 usiness Unit
B

Carrier Network Business Unit

Platform Business Unit

IT Services Business Unit

Intellectual Asset R&D Unit
Corporate Staff

Board of Directors

Trademarks
• NEC is a registered trademark of NEC Corporation in Japan and other countries.
• All other names may be trademarks of their respective owners.
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Corporate Auditors

NEC Corporation

7-1, Shiba 5-chome, Minato-ku, Tokyo 108-8001, Japan
Telephone: +81-3-3454-1111
NEC home page: http://www.nec.com
Investor Relations home page: http://www.nec.co.jp/ir/en
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